
KÜCO Media Sparks a Muse Revolution with Bold New Website, 
Showcasing Brand Work through Mastery in visual and verbal  
design and Creative AI Consulting.

PORTLAND, Ore. – KÜCO Media, a boutique group specializing in bespoke digital design, strategic 

branding, website development and a Certified AI Persona Method Consulting, sparks a revolution 

with the launch of its visually captivating new website. 

The Sharper Image Founder, Richard Thalheimer’s long-time personal designer and creative director 

Xavier Estrada steps into the spotlight alongside idea architect and storytelling talent Melissa Kunde. 

Together this creative duo offers an indomitable edge, architecting iconic brand transformations. 

For passionate visionaries, this is an exciting opportunity to get access their  top creative talent.  

KÜCO Media’s opening it doors to bring on a limited number of new clients it unique opportunity  

to build and become category-leading brands.

“Experience has taught us that driven big idea people want people who can bring their ideas to life, 

and not only make them real, but make them better than they imagined.”, say Kunde.

Their bold new online homebase masterfully interweaves sizzling visuals with magnetic storytelling, 

offering a window into their artistry. Scrolling its digital halls unveils partner-clients’ success stories and 

exclusive expectation-shattering services reserved for discerning brands seeking differentiation.

“Xavier is a creative pioneer... His inspired work represents in three decades of striking cover designs, 

cutting edge photography art direction and eye-catching ads.,” ays Richard Thalheimer, Founder of 

The Sharper Image, RichardSolo and The Sharper Fund.

LLikewise, Melissa Kunde awes clients by distilling complex ideas into concise communication and 

envisioning unseen opportunities. “She’s a true visionary. Melissa and Xavier developed our unique 

branding vision that sets us apart,” says Sun Migliacci, CEO of Yorbis. 

“We didn’t just redesign our site – we reignited our passion telling pioneering stories through design 

and copy.,” Estrada affirms. 

Thailhiemer goes on to say, “Talent like them is rare. When excellence comes knocking, open the 

door and invite them in.” 

Visit www.kucomedia.com to learn more about this dynamic team. 

Boldly Bet on the Muses!
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About

KÜCO Media, a boutique creative powerhouse in Portland, Oregon, specializes in bespoke brand 

strategy and Certified AI Creative Consulting. Renowned for transforming visionary ideas into reality, 

we offer unparalleled website design and branding services, setting our clients apart as unique,  

category-defining leaders.


